The ultimate ultra light ENG tripod
An integrated 100mm bowl
A die cast alloy bowl offers quick
levelling, optimum torsional rigidity
and long term durability. Industry
standard 100mm bowl suits all
100mm Miller fluid heads.

Neoprene leg protection
Complete protection for tripod
tubing when packed down.
Excellent grip while carrying or
setting up.

Air Cell Super Comfort carry strap
Miller’s detachable Air Cell
(patented) shoulder strap offers
easy and comfortable carriage.

Pulltrusion high strength
carbon fibre tubing
Concentric self adjusting locks

Unique SOLO ‘weave’ appearance

No protruding lock components.
ChanneLok tubing so you can
tighten lock with one hand.

Ultra light - only 3.1kg for
a tripod which extends
from 22cm - 187cm!
Ultra strong - leg and bowl rigidity.

Spike or wind down rubber feet
For all surfaces the Solo ENG tripod
can be adapted to suit all terrains
by winding up the rubber feet to
reveal spikes.
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Three Leg Angle Locks eliminate the need
for a spreader
The 3-position leg angle locks take SOLO
down to a ground-hugging 22cm (8.7 in)
- with absolute stability. The leg angle
locks eliminate the need for a spreader
increasing operational reliability – a boost
for the city rigours of ENG or the extremes
of location production.

Lean
The world’s most advanced pulltrusion
carbon fibre tubing means SOLO ENG
gives you a solid operating height up to
187cm (74 in) in a lean and light design. In
addition to the sleek 3-Stage telescoping
design, Miller has eliminated the need for
a spreader with an innovative leg angle
control that incorporates a safety lock to
ensure safe and easy setting of the tripod.

Light
Carbon fibre tubing, high strength
magnesium and die cast alloy components
provide the ultimate in ultra light yet rigid
bowl attachment for the SOLO ENG tripod
series. The SOLO design manages to keep
the bowl-to-head connection absolutely
stable while keeping the tripod weight and
size to an absolute minimum.

Low
You will not need Baby Legs or a Mini
tripod with SOLO ENG. With a low height
setting down to 22cm (8.7 in), no spreader
and easy ball levelling, you are guaranteed
of superbly stable images from any angle
across any terrain.

Specifications
Tripod Series:
Bowl Diameter:
Weight:
Payload Capacity:
Lock Type:

Solo (1505)
100 mm (3.9 in)
3.1 kg (6.8 lb)
30 kg (66 lb)
Concentric

Maximum Height:
Minimum Height:
Transport Length:
Tube Type:
Construction:

1870 mm (73.6 in)
220 mm (8.7 in)
658 mm (25.9 in)
Carbon Fibre
3-Stage
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